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Military science-fiction is a relatively old genre. Despite what you might think, not all military science-fiction glorifies or celebrates war. Featuring Honor Harrington: a space navy captain, master tactician, and diplomat. Check out “So You Want to Read Military Fiction, Part 2: Reader Suggestions” here. Two-Space War (Baen Science Fiction): Amazon.co.uk: LEO 9 Results. On Combat: The Psychology and Physiology of Deadly Conflict in War and in Peace. Rs.449.00. The Two-Space War (Baen Science Fiction). The Guns of Two-Space, by Dave Grossman and Bob Hudson. Future War Fantasies and Militaristic Science Fiction in the 1980s. Second, the prevalent theme of the superweapon offering universal peace (cf. he wrote in the introduction to one sf war anthology, Space-Fighters (1). The sf publisher Jim Baen and sf writers like Ben Bova and Jerry Pournelle, all members of the